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Abstract: The livestock populations of Ethiopia’s are more than 270 millions excluding fishes. They have
paramount economic and social importance. They contribute 15 to17 percent of GDP which is incomparable to
their numbers. Reporter gene assay is an invaluable tool for clinical medicine, patho-physiology, environmental
health, biomedical and pharmaceutical researches to monitor cellular events associated with diagnostic assay,
gene expression, regulation and signal transduction. The development of bioreporters in diagnostic assay was
solving limitation of other molecular diagnostic tests. On the basis of the alternations in reporter gene activities
mediated by attaching response elements to these reporter genes, one sensitive, reliable and convenient assay
can be provided to efficiently report the activation of particular messenger cascades and their effects on gene
expression and regulations inside cells or living subjects. The evaluation of current status for commonly used
reporter genes in diagnostic assays such as chloramphenicol acetyltransferase, alkaline phosphates, -
galactosidase, luciferases, green fluorescent protein and -lactamase. This synergy will make it possible to
understand the roles of reporter gene in diagnostic application.
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INTRODUCTION set up in containment laboratories since highly

Ethiopia is naturally endowed with different agro- perform the assay, or such assays are prohibitively
ecological zones and suitable environmental conditions; expensive [6]. On the other hand, drug resistances are the
it is home for many livestock species and suitable for major drawback to the sub-Saharan countries because
livestock production. It is believed to have the largest lack of educated veterinary professionals, limited
livestock population in Africa [1]. An estimate indicates veterinary diagnostic laboratory, poor government policy
that the country is a home for about 54 million cattle, 25.5 toward livestock sector, lack of infrastructures to reach
million sheep, 24.06 million goats, 24.56 million of pastoralists, lack of veterinary extension education, lack
donkeys, 11.39 million horses,8.08 million of mules,8.39 of awareness of these diseases and drug residues [7].
million camels, 42.51 million of poultry and 71.62 million of Reporter genes are nucleic acid sequences encoding
beehives [2]. Despite the significantly large livestock easily assayed proteins. They are used to replace other
population, its contribution to the national economy is coding regions whose protein products are difficult to
below the potential due to various factors including, feed assay. They are also revealing the cellular and molecular
shortage, poor genetic potential for productive traits, poor changes associated with diseases, growth and
health care and management practice [3, 4]. developments, mutation, recombinant, drug resistances

The burden of livestock disease is due to poor health ability and gene pharming [8]. Various reporter genes
care, lack of trained manpower, poor and limited suitable for diagnostic assay using multiple modalities
diagnostic laboratory for livestock diseases are prominent have become extremely useful tools for cancer and gene
for devaluation of the country’s livestock subsector in therapy, new drug discovery, evaluation of animal cloning
overall GDP [5]. The problem with current diagnostic efficiency and theranostic study. Global experts on
assay tests is that they are not easily used in endemic reporter gene assaying methods explore the potential use
areas withindeveloping countries because they need to be of various reporter genes in expanding research areas

pathogenic zoonotic bacterias and viruses are required to
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covering stem cell and immune cell mediated cell therapy Utilization of Reporter Gene: Normally the reporter gene
and viral therapy applications using nuclear medicine is linked to a promoter sequence through an expression
imaging to molecular resonence imaging to optical vector that is further transferred into cells. After transfer,
imaging and activable imaging strategy. Recently stem the cells are assayed for the presence of the reporter by
cells are widely used for therapy due to their directly testing the amount of either the reporter mRNA,
unprecedented power of re-generating normal tissues the reporter proteins, or the enzymatic activities of the
which is not possible by other therapeutic approaches. reporter proteins [18].
The development of reporter genes for tracking cell
movement and function is a powerful addition to the Recently Used Reporter Gene in Diagnostic Assay:
immunologist’s toolbox. These diagnostic assays Reporter gene assays continue to be one of the simplest,
strategies based on genetic reporters have contributed most robust ways to analyze the activation of
immensely in developing better therapeutic and transcription factors and their associated signaling
diagnostic procedures for disease evaluation  [9].  Even pathways. Normally used reporter genes that induce
though numerous works has been carried out on reporter visually identifiable features usually involve fluorescent
genes in the world, still there is a pause of information and luminescent proteins. These include the gene that
about the role of bioreporters in developing countries. encodes jellyfish green fluorescent protein (GFP), which
Therefore, the objectives of this paper are: causes cells that express it to glow green under blue light,

To review the general concepts of reporter gene luciferin to produce light [19].
To refresh the role of reporter gene in application of
diagnostic assays Green Fluorescent Protein: Green fluorescent protein

Background: Genetic reporters are used as indicators to gene systems. In the last decade green  fluorescent
study disease diagnosis and treatment [10]. They are protein has changed from a nearly unknown protein to a
widely used in pharmaceutical and biomedical research commonly used tool in molecular biology, medicine and
and also in molecular biology and biochemistry [11, 12]. cell biology. In modified forms it has been used to make
Currently, reporter genes are used extensively in biosensors and many animals have been created that
diagnostic assay. In particular, reporter systems are express GFP as a proof- of-concept that a gene can be
employed to study the promoter and enhancer sequences expressed throughout a given organism. It is particularly
or transacting mediators for the transcription, mRNA useful due to its stability and the fact that its
processing and translation [13, 14]. chromophore is formed in an autocalytic cylclization that

Definition of Reporter Gene: A reporter gene is a gene researchers to use GFP in living systems and it is led to its
whose product can be readily detected, be fused to the wide spread use in cell dynamics and development
gene of interest or can replace it. It is gene whose studies [21, 22].
phenotypic expression is easy to monitor and used to The biggest advantage of GFP is that it's heritable,
study promoter activity in various tissues or since it’s able to be transformed with the use of DNA-
developmental stages [15]. encoding GFP. Furthermore, GFP is a relatively small and

General Characteristics of Ideal Reporter Gene: Some biological processes of interest (Fig. 1). Moreover it is
genes are selected as reporters because the used with a monomer as well as it is able to diffuse readily
characteristics they confer on organisms expressing them throughout cells [23]. GFP had been widely used in
are easily assayed and measured or because they are labeling the spermatozoa of various organisms for
selectable markers. They are also nontoxic, non- identification purposes as in Drosophila melanogaster,
immunogenic and small enough to fit into a delivery where expression of GFP can be used as a marker for a
vehicle and biological half-life of the reporter protein is particular characteristic [24, 25].
relevant for the studied phenomenon [16]. Measurements GFP is used widely in cancer research to label and
that are almost instantaneous, exceptional sensitivity, a track cancer cells. GFP-labeled cancer cells have been
wide dynamic range, typically no endogenousactivity in used to model metastasis, the process by which cancer
host cells to interfere with quantitation [17]. cells spread to distant organs [26].

the enzyme luciferase, which catalyzes a reaction with

(GFP)  is  one  of  the  most  frequently  used  reporter

does not require a cofactor [20]. This has enabled

inert molecule, that doesn't seem to interfere with any
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Fig. 1: a) Super Resolution of Green Fluorescent Microscopy. b) GFP Structure (barrel shape)[10].

Chloramphenicol Acetyltransferase (CAT): CAT is the hand, -lactamase has been exploited as a new biological
first gene reporter used for the analysis of transcriptional reporter for bio detection and optical imaging of gene
regulation in mammalian cells. As a bacterial enzyme, CAT expression in vitro and in vivo [34, 35].
has a trimeric structure with three identical subunits of 25 -lactamases can serve as one sensitive reporter
kDa each and is relatively stable in the context of gene with distinctive advantages for a wide variety of
mammalian cells [27]. There are no endogenous proteins specialized and general assays and upon the reaction with
exhibiting similar properties with its enzymatic counterpart the substrates which may generate the chromogenic
in mammalian cells, thus making CAT easily expressed and/or fluorescent signals. They are useful for detection
and assayed [28]. As the first reported gene reporter, CAT of -lactamases produced by gram-positive and gram-
has been extensively utilized to monitor the delivery, negative bacteria, for the detection of -lactamase
location and pattern of transgene expression in some patterns from bacterial cell extracts [36] and for reporting
disease models such as hepatitis B, heart disease and -lactamase in tissue culture [33].
drug resistance in bacteria [29, 30]. Unfortunately, this
assay relies on the radioisotopes which limit its further Luciferase: Luciferase is a generic term for
application in living cells [31]. bioluminescent  proteins  that  generate  light  by  means

The expression of the CAT gene is  dependent on of a  chemical  reaction  with  oxygen and a substrate.
the presence of sequences from the alpha tubulin gene. This enzyme is now emerging as one of the most
The hybrid gene is also active in Leishmania brazliensis commonly used reporters [37]. These bacterial luciferases
and Leishmania major. The CAT assay was originally catalyze the oxidation of reduced flavin mononucleotide
described in Trypanosoma brucei and has subsequently and a long-chain aliphatic aldehyde in the presence of
been demonstrated in other members of the oxygen to yield blue light [38, 39].
trypanosomatid family, including L. enriettii and recently Another interesting application of luciferase is that in
in some nematodes [32]. real-time monitoring of tumor progression in animal

-lactamase (Bla): -lactamases (Bla) are well known  as tracked to follow all tumor behavior, including growth,
a family of bacterial enzymes that cleave penicillin and metastasis and regression, which could be further used to
cephalosporin-based antibiotics with high catalytic monitor efficacy of therapeutic interventions. Several
efficiency and render these bacteria resistant to -lactam animal models of cancer, such as prostate, breast and
antibiotics. -lactamases can be classified into four colon  cancer  have  been studied through this method
molecular classes (A through D) on the basis of their [40, 41].
primary structure or their substrate spectrum and Recently, VLPs had been developed as non-invasive
response to inhibitors. Class A, C and D -lactamases are and cell-label-free ‘tumor finding’ luminescent viruses,
the most common and all have a serine residue at the which could potentially be adapted for clinical application.
active site. Class B comprises the metallo- -lactamase Virus-Like-Particles were applied to measuring the levels
[33]. of neutralizing antibodies against tick-borne Encephalitis

Some bacteria can be penicillin-resistant by Virus as an alternative to performing neutralization tests
producing b-lactamase. It is the enzyme that cleaves b- with live virus. As markers of VLP infection, the genes for
lactam rings in antibiotics, such as penicillin. On the other GFP and luciferase were inserted into the TBEV replicon,

models of cancer. Luciferase-labeled tumor cells could be
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which was then packaged into VLPs. The reporter genes Limitation of Reporter Gene in Diagnostic Assay
were expressed in cells that were infected with the VLPs Variability: Most reporter assays typically provide a
and this infection was inhibited by neutralizing antibodies measurement of the average promoter activity in an entire
to TBEV. The luciferase was in cells that were infected cell population sampled; the issue with this is that there
with the virus-like particles (VLPs) and this infection was in turn is not any measurement of the variations that
inhibited by neutralizing antibodies to Tick-borne occur in promoter activity, which exists between the
encephalitis virus (TBEV). Serum samples from wild individual cells of the population [49].
rodents were used to evaluate the neutralization test
using VLPs [42]. Uncontrolled Kinetics: Another disadvantage of reporter

-Galactosidase ( -Gal): -galactosidase ( -gal) is a rapidly becomes uncontrollable, because there is no way
well-characterized bacterial enzyme. About  26  amino to monitor gene expression over time, without attaining
acids  can  be  removed  and  then  substituted with the full complement of replicate samples at each time
several  hundred  or  more  residues  from  a variety of period [50].
other proteins without influencing catalytic activity.
Meanwhile,  the   redundancy  of  its  two  carboxyl Anomalous Expression: Native luciferases such as firefly
terminal amino acids enables  substitution  by  other and Renilla are not necessarily optimal as genetic
coding  regions  producing active chimeric - reporters. It has been enhanced that the native proteins
galactosidase [43]. On the other hand, -gal plasmids by improving their expression in mammalian systems,
possessing  the  SV40  promoter/enhancer, the reducing the risk of anomalous expression and
cytomegalo virus promoter/enhancer, the herpes simplex destabilizing the reporters [36]. To enhance mammalian
virus thymidine kinase (HSV-TK) promoter/enhancer or expression, we have optimized codon usage for the firefly
the major adenovirus late promoter/tripartite leader can and Renilla luciferases. The resulting recombinant
induce the expression of the encoded lacZ gene in cells luciferase reporters show much higher specific expression
[44, 45]. in mammalian systems [51].

Alkaline Phosphatase (AP): AP is a generic term for a Stability: The speed by which a genetic reporter can
family of orthophosphoric monoester phosphor hydrolase respond to changes in the transcriptional rate is correlated
sex habiting optimum activity at alkaline ph. It is a to the stability of the reporter within cells. Highly stable
relatively stable protein ubiquitously expressed in bacteria reporters accumulate to greater levels in cells, but their
and mammalians. AP is due to its dephosphorylation of a concentrations change slowly with changes in
broad range of natural and synthetic substrates, a number transcription. Conversely, lower stability yields less
of assays with varying degrees of sensitivity are available accumulation but a much faster rate of response [52].
for measuring its activity. One standard
spectrophotometric assay is based on the hydrolysis of Reporter Gene Applications
the AP substrates to generate the absorbance change Reporter  Gene   Applications   in  Diagnostic  Assay:
[46]. The purpose of the reporter gene assay is to measure the

Many important human and animal pathogens are regulatory potential of an unknown DNA-sequence in
gram positive, including several that are resistant to different diseased and non-diseased cells. This can be
multiple antibiotics [47]. Unlike most gram-negative done by linking a promoter sequence to an easily
bacteria, gram-positive bacteria typically secrete detectable reporter gene such as that encoding for the
numerous proteins into the external environment specific reporter genes. Common reporter  genes  are
surrounding the cell. This characteristic of protein (Table 1) green fluorescent protein, secreted alkaline
secretion is particularly true for the pathogenic gram- phosphatase, beta-galactosidase, beta-glucuronidase and
positive species and it is likely that many of these luciferase. Various detection methods are used to measure
secreted proteins promote virulence [48]. Recently, an expressed reporter gene protein [53, 23].
alkaline phosphatase derived from the gram-positive However, the ability to have a fluorescence,
bacterium Enterococcus faecalis has been developed as bioluminescence and PET signal provides the full
a reporter that is highly active in gram-positive. The spectrum of coverage needed for many reporter gene
fusion partner can be large and the resulting chimera can applications. One can use this tri-fusion reporter gene to
be stable and demonstrate high specific activity [28]. sort  cells  and to image in small living animals using either

genes is that the kinetic analysis of a promoter activity
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Fig. 2: The figure expresses luciferase as a reporter for tumor cell growth in vivo at subcutaneous sites. Modified lus
gene (PC-3M-luc) was injected three animals (rats) and growth of cells was monitored by photon emission over
a 14-day time course. The color bar indicates average signal intensity per pixel represented by a color scheme
used in the pseudo color image.
Source: adapted from Contag et al.[61].

Table 1: Illustration of various detection methods of reporter genes
Detection methods
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Reporter gene Luminescence Fluorescence Absorbance
Luciferase + _ _
beta-Galactosidase (Gus) + + +
beta-Glucuronidase (B-Gal) + + _
Secreted Alkaline Phosphatase (SEAP) + _ +
Green Fluorescence Protein (GFP) _ + _
Source: from Luker et al. [40]

fluorescence or bioluminescence and in larger subjects, research areas covering stem cell and immune cell
including humans using PET [54]. The ability to move mediated cell therapy and viral  therapy  applications
between imaging technologies without  having  to use a using nuclear medicine imaging to magnetic resonance
different reporter gene for each application will greatly imaging to optical imaging and activatable imaging
simplify various biological models including transgenic, strategy [49, 56].
cell trafficking, anticancer pharmaceutical research, Recently stem cells are widely used for therapy due
environmental pollution (toxic agents) and gene therapy to their unprecedented power of regenerating normal
[55]. tissues which is not possible by other therapeutic

Reporter Gene  Imaging  in  Therapy  and  Diagnosis: cells and induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) in
The science of  theranostic  involves  development of monitoring tumorigenicity, immunogenicity, bio
new probes, new delivery vectors/chemicals and new distribution and how molecular imaging plays roles in
strategies  of  imaging  in  cellular  and  animal models. answering the crucial questions about their clinical
The global experts on reporter gene imaging explore the applications [57]. Amongst all the existing imaging
potential use of various reporter genes in expanding methods  bioluminescence  imaging   is  the most sensitive

approaches. It was elaborated that the application of stem
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technique in small animal models due to the high signal to There should be improvements of diagnostic assay
noise ratio. Modulating immune system for better
treatment is a challenge and a constant focus for
development of personalized medicine, particularly in
cancer. In order to fully understand the efficacy of
immune therapies, it is critical to understand how the
treatment modulates the function of each cell type
involved in the anticancer immune response [58].

The development of reporter genes for tracking cell
movement and function is a powerful addition to the
immunologist’s toolbox [9]. Though bioluminescence
imaging confers the greatest sensitivity amongst all the
imaging modalities, it still lacks the power of clinical
application. Radionuclide imaging, particularly the
positron emission tomography reporter genes and
reporter probes emerge as the most valuable and reliable
tools for gene and cell therapy from small animal models
to humans [59]. The spatiotemporal imaging of genomic
and proteomic events in living subjects is the crux of
molecular imaging with reporter genes. Of all the imaging
modalities available magnetic resonance imaging
produces best spatial resolution and generates both
functional and anatomical information [60].

CONCLUSION

A variety of reporter and selectable marker genes are
used extensively in diagnostic assay to evaluate stage of
diseases and drug resistance. In cases of tropical
countries where laboratory facilities are limited, the
implementation of reporter genes in diseases diagnosis
are the best methods which has no competent. Besides
their limitation, they have many strong sides such as:
small in size, nontoxic and stable at room temperature,
naturally assessable and inexpensive. As simpler, more
rapid and more sensitive assays continue to evolve and
new reporter genes and more sophisticated vectors are
designed and marked, combined with advanced detection
methods therefore reporter gene technology will continue
to remain as one of the most useful methods for
understanding intracellular signaling transduction,
molecular basis of diseases and therapeutic evaluation.
Based on the above conclusion the following points are
recommended:

It is desirable to develop novel non-antibiotic
resistance markers
There should be experience on the utility, stability
and performance of these marker genes

by using reporter gene
Further studies and researches should be done on
reporter assay in tropical zone 
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